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Abstract:

The purpose of the work is to study the possibilities and priorities of cluster development of innovational entrepreneurship in the conditions of innovational economy development by the example of modern Russia. Information and analytical basis of the research include the materials of the INSEAD on the Global innovational index from 2011 to 2016.

The authors also used the Global Competitiveness Report from 2008-2008 to 2016-2017, presented at the annual World Economic Forum, which contains information on the state of cluster development. To substantiate the offered scientific hypothesis, the authors determine the presence and level of dependence of cluster development of entrepreneurship on the level of Russia’s economy innovativeness with the help of the method of regression and correlation analysis.

Because of the research, the authors conclude that an important place among the market tools of stimulation of development of innovational entrepreneurship in Russia should belong to clustering, as it provides expansion of the resource base and quick diffusion of innovations, which is very important for development of innovational entrepreneurship. The authors offer the concept of cluster development of innovational entrepreneurship in the conditions of creation of innovational economy.
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Introduction

In the 21\textsuperscript{st} century, the countries of the world undertook the course of creation of a completely new model of an economic system – innovational economy. Instead of the traditional formation of such models based on the principle of determining the dominating sphere of economy (in the industrial model – industry, in the post-industrial model – service sphere, etc.), the model of innovational economy is based on innovations that can and should be developed and implemented in all spheres and sectors of the national economy. That’s why the traditional entrepreneurship, which always waits for state support, should be replaced by innovational entrepreneurship, oriented at its own strength and capable of the global competition and sustainable development in the long-term due to high innovational activity. In view of lack of state support, the establishment and development of innovational entrepreneurship suppose the usage of market tools.

This article offers and verifies the hypothesis that an important role among such tools should belong to clustering, as it provides expansion of the resource base and quick diffusion of innovations, which is critically important for development of innovational entrepreneurship. The purpose of the work is to study the possibilities and priorities of cluster development of innovational entrepreneurship in the conditions of creation of innovational economy by the example of modern Russia.

Literature Review

Apart from these specific methods of statistical analysis, methodology of the research also includes the general scientific methods: synthesis, induction, deduction, and formalization. The theoretical platform of the research consists of the fundamental works and publications of the applied nature on the issues of cluster development of the economy (Bogoviz et al., 2016; Shabalov and Dmitrieva, 2017; Foghani et al., 2017; Matveev et al., 2016; Zakharova et al., 2015; Ryzhkova Prosvirkin, 2015; Kolchnova and Kolchanova, 2016; Pociovalisteau and Thalassinos, 2008) innovational entrepreneurship (Kravets et al., 2013; Bezrukova et al., 2013; Block et al., 2017; Urbano et al., 2016; Aparicio et al., 2016; Havlicek et al., 2013) and the creation of innovational economy (Meelen et al., 2017; Rakhlis et al., 2016; Zhukovsrij et al., 2016; Santarelli and Tran, 2016; Leyden, 2016; Thalassinos and Liapis, 2014; Tyaglov et al., 2017; Liapis et al., 2013; Frank et al., 2016).

Methodology

The information and analytical basis of this research consists of the materials of the INSEAD on the Global competitiveness index in 2011 – 2016. This index includes the detailed information on innovational institutes, the state of human capital and conduct of scientific research, innovational infrastructure, markets of innovational
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(high-tech) products, innovational entrepreneurship, creation of new knowledge and technologies, and registration and use of intellectual property objects. The authors also used the materials of the Global Competitiveness Report in 2008/2009-2016/2017, presented at the annual World Economic Forum, which contains the information on the state of cluster development of economy the 11th pillar: Business sophistication. The statistical information, based on which this research is performed, is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Dynamics of value of the index of cluster development of Russian economy in 2008/2009-2016/2017 and the index of innovativeness of the Russian economy in 2011-2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Index of cluster development of economy</th>
<th>Index of innovativeness of economy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Points</td>
<td>Position in the ranking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008-2009</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009-2010</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010-2011</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011-2012</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012-2013</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013-2014</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015-2016</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016-2017</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Adapted from (Schwab, 2017), (INSEAD, 2017).

As is seen from Table 1, calculation of the index of cluster development of economy is performed within the analysis of the global competitiveness of the countries from 2008-2009, and the index of innovativeness of economy in the modern form has been calculated since 2011. For verification of the offered scientific hypothesis, the authors determine the presence and the level of dependence of cluster development of entrepreneurship on the level of innovativeness of the Russian economy with the help of regression and correlation analysis.

Results
The statistical information on dynamics of cluster development of entrepreneurship and the level of innovativeness of the modern Russian economy is presented in Figure 1.

**Figure 1.** Dynamics of values of the index of cluster development of the Russian economy in 2008/2009-2016/2017 and the index of innovativeness of the Russian economy in 2011-2016

**Source:** Adapted from (Schwab, 2017), (INSEAD, 2017).

Figure 1 does not show a clear connection between the studied indices, though they are both peculiar for slight growth over the viewed period excluding a quick decline in 2013. At that, it should be noted that the rate of formation of innovational economy in Russia is quicker that the rate of its clustering. This is shown by a large per cent growth of the value of the index of innovativeness of economy over recent six years (7.4%), as compared to -8.8% reduction of the index of cluster development of economy, and the difference in the ranking. Thus, according to the level of innovativeness of the Russian economy as of 2016, it is ranked 43rd among 128 countries of the world. Its position in the global ranking of the countries improved – it was ranked 56th in 2011. According to the level of cluster development of economy, Russia was ranked 110th in 2016. Its position in the global ranking of the countries aggravated, as compared to 2011 (95th position) and to 2008 (96th position).

At the same time, according to the 2016 data, clustering in Russia accounted for 3.1 points out of 6 possible (51.6%), while the level of its innovativeness accounted for 38.5 points out of 100 (38.5%), which shows the larger level of clustering than innovativeness. The results of the regression analysis allowed compiling the following model of the paired linear regression: $y=5.68x-0.06$, where $y$ is the
dependent variable (function): index of cluster development of Russian economy, and $x$ is the independent variable: index of innovativeness of the Russian economy.

The Economic sense of the received equation is brought down to the fact that the value of the index of cluster development of the Russian economy grow by 1 point with the growth of the value of the index of innovativeness of the Russian economy by 5.68 points – that is, there is connection between these indicators.

However, the results of the regression analysis showed that the change of $y$ is explained by the change of $x$ only by 40% (correlation coefficient equals 40%). Such results are expected, as cluster processes depend on many factors, including the level of competition in the sectorial markets, organizational specifics of entrepreneurial structures, state policy in the sphere of support for cluster initiatives, etc. That’s why the 40% dependence on modernization processes, which constitute the basis of development of innovational economy in the context of this research, is considered substantial.

This means that in the process of formation of innovational economy in Russia the preconditions are created for realization of cluster initiatives in entrepreneurship. As to clustering of innovational entrepreneurship, the process of formation of innovational economy is basic, as the phenomenon of innovational entrepreneurship appears only in its conditions.

At present, the terminology of the R&D center that studies cluster processes in Russia – the Russian Cluster Observatory – does not have a notion of innovational clusters or clusters of innovational companies. Obviously, it is because it’s a new phenomenon for the Russian economy. In the classification list, presented on the web-site of the Observatory, only the category “clusters in the sphere of new materials production” is related to innovative activity, though indirectly. Thus, there are only eight clusters in Russia (Russian Cluster Observatory, 2017):

- Smolensk compositional cluster;
- Moscow compositional cluster;
- Cluster of space and aviation technologies of polymeric composite materials and constructions of Kaluga Oblast;
- Troitsk innovational territorial cluster “New materials, lase and radiation technologies”; 
- Innovational territorial industrial cluster of composite materials and items;
- Innovational territorial cluster for production of modern construction materials and high-purity chemical products on the basis of Svetloyarsk and Narimanov deposits of magnesium chloride in Volgograd Oblast;
- Innovational territorial cluster in the sphere of nanotechnologies of the Republic of Tatarstan;
– Association “Non-profit partnership ‘Altai polymeric composite cluster’”.

In the conditions of development of innovational economy, the possibilities are created for formation, establishment, and clustering of innovational entrepreneurship:

– formation and development of highly-qualified and creative human resources;
– creation of conditions for knowledge and technologies exchange within the economic system and outside of it (at the international level);
– institutional provision and infrastructural platform for establishment and innovational entrepreneurship;
– state support and stimulation for innovational activity of entrepreneurship in the activity of R&D institutes;
– formation of the national brand of innovational economy that provides social support for innovational entrepreneurship and loyalty of global consumers for it.

The priorities of cluster development of innovational entrepreneurship in the conditions of development of innovational economy should be the following:

– orientation at import substitution and development of export of innovational products;
– responsibility before employees and creation of favorable conditions for opening their intellectual and creative potential;
– responsibility before the society for the results of innovative activity.

These priorities are to bring down to the minimum the risks of innovational activity of entrepreneurship and maximize the advantages from it. Based on the above, we offer the following concept of cluster development of innovational entrepreneurship in the conditions of creation of innovational economy (Figure 2).

As is seen from Figure 2, in the process of creation of innovational economy, the conditions and preconditions (natural stimuli) for cluster development of innovational entrepreneurship are created. This is stimulated by the state policy of import substitution and the corresponding requirements to entrepreneurship, growth of sellers’ power in the labor market of highly-qualified specialists, and toughening of requirements to companies’ responsibility for innovative activity. Because of cluster development of innovational entrepreneurship under the influence of the process of innovational economy creation, such socially significant results as strengthening of the national economic security, provision of sustainable growth of economy, and improvement of the country’s positions at the global level are improved.
**Figure 2. The concept of cluster development of innovational entrepreneurship in the conditions of the innovational economy creation**

- **State regulation and public pressure:**
  - policy of import substitution and corresponding requirements to entrepreneurship;
  - growth of sellers’ market power in the labor market of highly-qualified specialists;
  - toughening of requirements to companies’ responsibility for innovative activity.

- **Preconditions for clustering:**
  - increase of competition in the innovational sphere;
  - growth of risk components of entrepreneurship due to increase of innovative activity;
  - growth of resource capacity of entrepreneurship due to increase of innovative activity.

- **Cluster development of innovational entrepreneurship:**
  - unification and joint development of resources (primarily, human);
  - distribution of risks of innovative activity;
  - attraction of investors and protection of interests before the state;
  - cooperation with R&D centers;
  - development of the common brand and joint sales (including export) of innovational products.

- **Support, creation of innovations:**
  - intensive development of human resources;
  - creation of conditions for knowledge and technologies exchange;
  - institutional and infrastructural provision;
  - state support for innovative activity;
  - formation of the brand of innovational economy.

- **Socially significant results:**
  - strengthening of the national economic security;
  - provision of sustainable growth of economy;
  - improvement of the country’s positions at the global level.

**Conclusion**

Thus, the offered scientific hypothesis is proved. It is shown that development of innovational economy opens new possibilities for emergence, establishment, and cluster development of innovational entrepreneurship. For maximization of corporate and public profits from this process, it is advisable to observe the principle shown in this work.

The offered concept of cluster development of innovational entrepreneurship in the conditions of development of innovational economy poses certain value from the theoretical points of view in the role of development of fundamental provisions of
the economic theory of clustering and theory of innovations. It also poses the practical interest for innovational companies and state regulators as a guide for conduct and regulation of the process of cluster development of innovational entrepreneurship in the conditions of creation of innovational economy.
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